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Abstract Exploration of design alternatives and es-

timation of their key performance metrics such as la-

tency and energy consumption is essential for making

the proper design decisions in the early phases of sys-

tem development. Often, high-level models of the dy-

namic behavior of the system are used for the analysis

of design alternatives. Our work presents a blueprint for

building efficient and re-usable models for this purpose.

It builds on the well-known Y-chart pattern in that it

gives more structure for the proper modeling of inter-

action on shared resources that plays a prominent role

in software-intensive embedded systems. We show how

the blueprint can be used to model a small yet illustra-

tive example system with the Uppaal tool, and with

the Java general-purpose programming language, and

reflect on their respective strengths and weaknesses.

The Java-based approach has resulted in a very flexible

and fast discrete-event simulator with many re-usable

components. It currently is used by TNO-ESI and Océ-

Technologies B.V. for early model-based performance

analysis that supports the design process for profes-

sional printing systems.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Performance analysis

Embedded software is omnipresent and it shapes our

world. It can be found in cars, cell-phones, planes,

digital printers, televisions, home appliances, etcetera.

Embedded software is also constantly growing in func-

tionality, size and complexity. The study in [18] shows

that the size of embedded automotive software has

grown with a factor of close to 100 in approximately

10 years. As an example, the Chevrolet Volt car con-

tains about 100 control units with over 10 million

lines of code [26]. In addition to increasingly complex

functional requirements, embedded software usually is

also subject to strict non-functional requirements with

respect to cost, power usage, and performance (e.g.,

throughput, latency). Cost is a very important met-

ric for high-volume systems where each euro suffers

a multiplication factor of millions for the number of

systems produced. Power usage clearly is a key met-

ric for portable, battery-powered systems. Performance

requirements are present in many ways. An MPEG-

4 decoder needs to meet certain throughput require-

ments that ensure a smooth user experience. Embed-

ded software for antilock brakes needs to meet certain

latency requirements to guarantee safety. It is, how-

ever, very hard to establish a relation between (early)

design choices on one hand and their effect on such dy-

namic qualities on the other hand. Early design choices

may therefore lead to a sub-optimal region in the design

space which is very hard and/or expensive to correct.

Our work focusses primarily on software-intensive

embedded systems. Using high-level executable system

models, we gain insight in the dynamic behavior of the

system and are able to estimate key performance indi-
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Fig. 1 The Y-chart approach (taken from [4]).

cators with respect to system performance. The level of

abstraction enables early estimations based on partial

and uncertain information, which can be used to guide

the design process in the proper direction. Ultimately,

this model-based design space exploration leads to in-

creased product quality, shorter time-to-market and lower

development costs. This approach bridges the gap be-

tween static ad hoc calculations (e.g., spreadsheet mod-

els), and physical prototypes [4,47]. There is a plethora

of work on the actual (heuristic) algorithms for design

space exploration, see e.g., [36]. The focus of our work

is on models for the analysis of design points with re-

spect to performance metrics. How the design space is

traversed, is not part of the approach that we propose.

Our work, however, facilitates the exploration of many

design alternatives by providing a blueprint that pro-

poses a suitable abstraction level and structure for the

design point models.

Integration of model-based performance analysis in

the development process can, e.g., be done via the soft-

ware performance engineering (SPE) approach, which

involves using model-based analysis to construct soft-

ware systems that meet their performance requirements

[40]. As described on the SPE website [41], making the

business case often is a challenge because it is hard to

quantify the benefits, whereas the costs are clear (e.g.,

software, equipment, staff, training, etc.). Our work ad-

dresses this issue by providing a way of reducing the

costs by making the modeling process itself more effi-

cient.

Figure 1 shows the Y-chart approach [3,29]. It sep-

arates a system model into an application, a platform,

and a mapping of the application onto the platform to

perform systematic design space exploration based on

model analysis. The separation provided by the Y-chart

often comes down to a natural structural decomposi-

tion when applied to system-level models of software-

intensive embedded systems: the software is modeled

in the application part, and the (real-time) operating

system and/or the hardware is modeled in the plat-

form part. Scheduling, resource arbitration, resource

interaction and the execution model for the applica-

tion are all concepts that fall within the scope of the

Y-chart, and play a paramount role in the creation of

models for the targeted domain. These, however, are

not explicitly handled by the Y-chart approach. We in-

troduce a general modeling blueprint that extends the

Y-chart pattern with an explicit layer that specifies the

time-dependent execution semantics, and which encap-

sulates the abovementioned concepts in a proper way. In

the end, following this blueprint leads to clean models

which enable re-use of generic parts. This contributes

to making the modeling process more efficient.

1.2 Contribution

Our contribution is threefold. First, we present a gen-

eral modeling blueprint for system-level performance

analysis based on the Y-chart. It targets the modeling

difficulties that exist in system-level models of software-

intensive embedded systems. The concepts and struc-

ture of the blueprint have emerged from our earlier ex-

periences, and are also inspired by work of other au-

thors (e.g., [15,11,32,27,31]). The blueprint is abstract

enough to be implemented with many modeling lan-

guages, yet provides a clear separation of concerns, and

encapsulates the various responsibilities within clearly

defined model elements. Key benefits are: (i) it signif-

icantly eases the modeling task by providing a struc-

tured approach for the proper modeling of interaction

on shared resources, and (ii) it enables re-use of model

elements across models.

Second, we show the applicability of our approach

using two very different modeling languages. We model

an example from [4] in the Uppaal tool [8], and in the

Java programming language. We reflect on this and

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of both. These

tools have been selected as they have very different

qualities and as such provide different reference points

that can be used for tool selection purposes. Most im-

portantly, Uppaal supports the required model of com-

putation out-of-the-box, whereas this must be emulated

in our Java model. On the other hand, most elements

of the Java model are re-usable in a library of model

components.

Third, the Java model is a flexible and fast discrete-

event simulator for its dedicated purpose. It currently

is used by TNO-ESI and Océ-Technologies B.V. for the

design of professional printing systems.
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1.3 Related work

Design patterns for object-oriented software have been

identified by Gamma et al. [19]. These patterns are

abstract and re-usable approaches for solving spe-

cific problems in object-oriented design. Several other

works, e.g., [10] and [22], focus on more detailed

and language-dependent programming solutions for cer-

tain implementation issues. A similar separation ex-

ists in the modeling domain. The Y-chart pattern [3,

29] is a good example of an abstract, re-usable and

language-independent pattern targeted at systematic

design space exploration at any level. Examples of

more concrete and language-dependent patterns for the

Poosl language are presented in [45], and for the Up-

paal language in [7]. Our work presents a language-

independent blueprint that has been based on the Y-

chart pattern for the domain of system-level models of

software-intensive embedded systems.

There is a plethora of work on performance model-

ing and predictive analysis to support the system design

process. Examples from the software domain include

the Klaper [23] approach, and approaches based on

the Palladio component model, e.g., [6,34]. In these ap-

proaches, performance models are automatically gener-

ated from design descriptions. Our work is complemen-

tary in the sense that the blueprint that we propose can

be used in the generation of the performance models.

The intended domain of our work, however, is that of

embedded systems rather than that of large distributed

enterprise software systems. Our blueprint focusses on

task interactions on shared resources, which is below

the typical abstraction level that is used in [23,6,34].

Nevertheless, the design-space exploration technique of

[34] is strongly related to the Y-chart, which is at the

basis of our blueprint. In [34], so-called degrees of free-

dom are used to define the design space. These refer to

analysis model parameters that can be varied without

changing the functionality. This is similar to the way

in which Y-chart-based approaches typically express a

design space: as a set of design alternatives that are pro-

duced by a parameterized model instantiated by con-

crete valuations of the free model parameters (such as

processor speed, buffer sizes, etc.). The degrees of free-

dom - or model parameters - are, however, not explicit

in the Y-chart. It is the responsibility of the designer to

add support for parameters in the Y-chart model that

is being constructed.

Related work on the SPE method [40] describes

model ingredients such as (i) software structure and be-

havior, (ii) hardware structure and behavior, (iii) map-

ping, (iv) workloads and jobs, and (v) the resource de-

mands. The Y-chart captures the first, fourth and fifth

in the application part, the second in the platform part,

and the third in the mapping part. The Y-chart pro-

vides a very flexible approach to modeling. Typically, a

Y-chart model has a number of parameters such as pro-

cessor speed, buffer sizes, task load, etc. Besides such

parameters that refer to the hardware properties and

resource demands, the workload or job can also be a

parameter of the model. It is up to the modeler to

make appropriate decisions on the modeling strategy

which involves questions like “Is the job a parameter,

or are two separate models created for two jobs?”. Our

modeling approach must not be seen as a full-blown

SPE method. Instead, it focusses on a single step in the

broader SPE process: how to build system-level perfor-

mance analysis models for software-intensive embedded

systems. Our approach intends to make modeling easier

and aims at increased re-usability.

Our work targets software-intensive embedded sys-

tems. Various model types for embedded systems based

on a distinction between the abstraction of computa-

tion and communication are introduced in [20]. In the

terminology of [20], our work is targeted at the model

of computation (MoC) level where computation is per-

formed by tasks, and communication goes via messages.

We limit our discussion on further related work below

to system-level embedded systems modeling.

The approach in [27] models a digital printer data

path for performance analysis, a modeling blueprint for

the schedulability analysis of a set of tasks is presented

in [15,16], and in [11] a similar idea is expressed with

generic task and processing element templates. These

three approaches all use the Uppaal tool for analysis.

The line of work described in [32,33,12] presents an

approach to model abstract real-time operating system

(RTOS) behavior based on SystemC [44]. The frame-

work incorporates an application and platform model

and separates these so that components (most notably

from the platform, such as scheduler implementations)

can be re-used. The work in [31] presents a generic

model of an RTOS based on SystemC. Its aim is to

study the effect of serializing a number of application

tasks on processors running an RTOS. The approach

of [31] is similar to the one proposed in [32], and it is

implemented in the commercial tool CoFluent De-

sign. The work in [21] introduces RTOS modeling on

top of SpecC [42] that allows the designer to model the

dynamic behavior of multi-tasking systems at a higher

abstraction level, and that can be incorporated into ex-

isting design flows. The focus is on refinement from a

specification model via an architectural model (includ-

ing RTOS behavior) to an implementation model. The

approaches mentioned above can be considered as im-

plementations of the generic modeling blueprint that we
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explain in this paper, which shows that it is a successful

way of modeling. A model element that is not explic-

itly present in the work mentioned above, however, is

the part for the resource dynamics that we introduce in

this paper. This explicit model element is responsible

for capturing time-dependent behavior of the resources.

This includes, e.g., the modeling of failures, energy con-

sumption and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

of CPUs. Furthermore, our blueprint also proposes a

specific abstraction to model the interaction on shared

resources on a high level to create efficient models.

The work in [38,14,37] introduces a modeling en-

vironment for software and hardware (MESH). It ar-

gues that component-based design does not work for

software-intensive systems, as software modules affect

each other’s behavior through resource sharing. The

MESH approach focusses on capturing the interacting

effects of the execution of layered concurrent software

on concurrent hardware. The concept of system sched-

ulers plays a prominent role as they model resource

sharing and resolve how logical application events are

executed by the physical hardware with respect to tim-

ing. Our approach also focusses on modeling the inter-

action on shared resources on a high level of abstraction,

yet provides more model structure: an explicit way of

modeling the interaction.

Both [39] and [30] present a Y-chart-based approach

in which application-triggered events (e.g., “execute

10,000 instructions”) are interpreted by the architec-

tural/platform model which computes the performance

consequences. The architectural model implements the

scheduling and timing behavior of the platform. The

application model of [30] allows more dynamic behav-

ior than the one of [39]. These approaches allow dif-

ferent levels of abstraction in the architectural model.

Both the modeling approaches of [39,30] can be cap-

tured with our approach, which in addition provides

more structure for the architectural model that targets

the interaction on shared resources on a high level.

1.4 Outline

Section 2 presents the motivation and challenges using

an industrial case study. We claim that the challenges

are generic for the domain of software-intensive em-

bedded systems. The modeling blueprint that we pro-

pose to address these challenges is introduced in Sec. 3.

To explain application of the blueprint in more detail,

Sec. 4 introduces an example system that exhibits all

challenges, but which is small enough to be explained

concisely. The industrial case study is not used here

because of its size and its confidentiality. Section 5 ex-

plains how the example system is modeled in the Up-

paal tool using the proposed approach. How the ap-

proach is applied using the general-purpose program-

ming language Java is illustrated in Sec. 6. The two

approaches are compared in Sec. 7. In Sec. 8 we discuss

how our other tools could be used with our blueprint,

and we also reflect on re-use. Finally, Sec. 9 concludes.

2 Motivation and challenges

2.1 Motivation

This section describes a motivating case study of the

data path of a prototype high-end Océ color copier as

this is a representative system for our target domain:

software-intensive embedded systems. The data path

is the image processing heart of the machine, and it

supports three main use cases:

– SCAN: The scanner scans images; these are pro-

cessed and sent over the network to their destina-

tion.

– COPY: The scanner scans images which are conse-

quently printed.

– PRINT: A PS or PDF file is received via the net-

work and all pages are printed.

A job consists of one of these use cases and a number

of additional settings. These include, for instance, paper

size (A3, A4, letter, etc.), number of images per paper

sheet (imposition) for copy and print jobs, and export

format (e.g., PDF or JPEG) for scan jobs. Note that a

single A4 page at 1200 dpi, which is a typical resolution

used in printing today, gives a bitmap of approximately

400 MB in the RGB color model, and 531 MB in the

CMYK color model. In order to reduce the amount of

data that needs to be processed, there are various places

in the data path where compression and decompression

takes place. Not every page is the same, however, and

therefore the compression ratios differ per page, even

within a job.

Figure 2 shows a high-level overview of the ma-

chine’s data path. The data path application is split

into four sub paths: the scan, export, raster image pro-

cessing (RIP) and print paths. A copy job is processed

by the scan and print path, a scan job is processed

by the scan and export paths, and a print job is pro-

cessed by the RIP and the print paths. The data path is

mapped onto a general-purpose PC platform. The col-

ored and numbered stars indicate which components

are used by the four sub paths. The interactions be-

tween the sub-paths that matter most are those on the

CPU and on the disk. The stars also indicate that the

main memory may be a source of interaction. This is
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Fig. 2 A high-level view on the data path of a high-end color copying machine (taken from [25]).

not the case, however. Many tasks use buffers in main

memory, but these are allocated statically.

The performance requirements on the data path fo-

cus on the most important uses cases, e.g., printing a

job of A4 pages with typical content. In these cases, the

data path should not be the limiting factor. Instead, the

scanner or printer hardware should be limiting. Typical

questions that need to be answered are of the “what if”

type. For instance, “what happens if we scan and print

at the same time? Do both individual jobs still achieve

their performance expectations?”, and “What happens

to throughput if we put in a slower hard disk, or a CPU

with 4 instead of 2 cores?”. Furthermore, the clear wish

exists to be able to run parameter sweeps to optimize,

e.g., buffer sizes. This is a typical design space explo-

ration task that requires the analysis of many models.

2.2 Challenges

The data path case study serves as an example of a

software-intensive embedded system. Modeling the dy-

namic behavior of the data path presents several chal-

lenges:

1. Modeling application flow: The various processing

steps in the system (tasks) work at different data

granularities: Image data is processed in sub-image

chunks of several sizes in order to increase pipelining

and thereby throughput. The input data also has a

significant effect on system behavior. E.g., copying

color photographs is much more demanding than

copying plain text. Furthermore, there is complex

claim/release behavior of input and output memory

buffers of tasks depending, e.g., on data compression

ratios. These aspects all complicate modeling of the

application structure.

2. Modeling task dynamics: Tasks that have received

all their necessary input may be blocked due to lack-

ing resources (e.g. CPU time). Furthermore, run-

ning tasks may be preempted by other – higher pri-

ority – tasks. Besides these kind of state issues, also

the progress of a running task poses challenges as

its speed might vary with the input and/or load on

the processing unit (also see the fifth challenge).

3. Modeling resource behavior: Resources may use com-

plex algorithms that impact system execution. For

instance, it may be necessary to explicitly model

memory management strategies as it can result in

fragmentation which affects system execution. Keep-

ing track of the allocated memory to capture frag-

mentation effects requires non-trivial modeling. CPU

and disk scheduling algorithms are another example

(e.g., the Windows File Cache).

4. Modeling resource dynamics: a CPU may use dy-

namic frequency scaling, or similar techniques to

trade energy consumption for performance. Another

example of time-dependent resource dynamics are

resource failures and repairs.

5. Task interaction on shared resources: Application

tasks can be competing for resources such as the

CPU and the hard disk. Explicit modeling of, e.g.,

the time sharing that occurs on the lowest level im-

pairs the performance of the the analysis, since the

time scales used in the underlying CPU and disk

scheduling algorithms usually are very fine grained.

This results in a very detailed model. The challenge

is to devise a high-level approach to model this in a

scalable and reliable way.

Besides the abovementioned modeling challenges,

the performance and scalability of model analysis is

also important. Models can consist of hundreds of thou-

sands of task executions, e.g., the example in Sec. 2.1

has many use cases, and the design space is huge. Anal-

ysis of a single model should therefore be fast.
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Fig. 3 The proposed modeling blueprint and the most important relations between the model elements. Example state variables
and parameters for the model elements are also shown.

3 Approach

The approach we propose to address the afore-

mentioned challenges is centered around a modeling

blueprint that is based on the Y-chart approach, in-

cluding an abstraction that addresses the interaction

of tasks on shared resources. The additional struc-

ture helps to model the dynamic behavior of tasks

and resources in a systematic way. The blueprint is

generic enough to be realizable in many concrete mod-

eling environments and flexible enough to solve a wide

range of modeling problems within our target do-

main, i.e., software-intensive embedded systems. Yet,

the blueprint provides a clear separation of concerns

which eases the modeling process and provides re-

usability of model parts. This is similar to the approach

of design patterns in software development [19]. At the

end of this section, we also reflect on the implementa-

tion of the approach, including a number of high-level

requirements and pointers.

3.1 Modeling blueprint

The modeling blueprint we propose is shown in Fig. 3. It

evolves around a clear separation between (i) the func-

tional Y-chart concepts, and (ii) the time-dependent

component behavior. The former are addressed by the

upper layer, which we call the Y-chart layer. The latter

is addressed by the lower layer, which we call the exe-

cution model layer. The model is built upon a certain

MoC that should support the modeling and envisioned

analysis. The MoC defines “the set of allowable oper-

ations used in computation and their respective costs”

(source Wikipedia). The MoC restricts what may be

specified in the execution layer, and, indirectly, in the

Y-chart layer. It provides the semantic foundation for

the behavior that can be specified in other layers.

Besides the MoC, we distinguish four separate parts

in our approach, that address the challenges that have

been enumerated in the previous section. In Fig. 3,

these four parts are marked by roman numbers. The

parts are the following:

I: Application model. This part models the application

structure and its properties. It typically consists of

a set of tasks with their resource loads (e.g., num-

ber of instructions, memory requirements) and their

dependencies. This part keeps track of application

progress. The application model has three main re-

sponsibilities: (i) determine when a task is function-

ally enabled, (ii) provide the resource requirements

of the tasks, and (iii) provide access to the resources

via the implicit mapping. These functionalities are

used by the task execution model which is described

next. The mapping part of the Y-chart layer is im-

plicit in the blueprint: it is assumed that applica-

tion tasks know the platform elements onto which
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they are mapped. Implementations of the blueprint

can always make the mapping explicit, and even dy-

namic if that is required.

II: Task execution model. This part models the execu-

tion dynamics of the individual tasks. Its main re-

sponsibility is to drive the execution. It thus keeps

track of the state of the task (e.g., blocked, pre-

empted, running, etc.) and the progress that the

task has made. This part uses the functionality of

the application model described above to implement

the required dynamics. The task execution model is

specified in terms of the MoC. An important part

of the execution model is the progress abstraction,

which is described in more detail below.

III: Platform model. The platform model contains the

resources (e.g., CPU, RAM) and their key prop-

erties (speed, capacity) and algorithms (schedul-

ing, allocation). The platform model also contains

a global view of the load that the set of tasks im-

poses on the resources, which is needed to perform

scheduling. Its main responsibility is to translate the

current load that the tasks impose on the resources

and the current state of the resources to effective

execution speeds for the tasks. This information is

pushed to the task execution model element.

IV: Resource execution model. The resource execution

model contains time-dependent state of resources

and resource dynamics. Examples of these are en-

ergy consumption, resource failures and dynamic

voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) of CPUs. The

main responsibilities of elements in this model part

are to record metrics such as energy consumption,

and to provide resource state (such as current speed

of a resource) to the platform model element. Re-

source state changes may be based on random events

(in the case of failures), but also on application state

(in the case of DVFS). Section 4 presents an exam-

ple.

The green numbered stars in Fig. 3 map the parts

to the challenges mentioned in the previous section.

The application flow and resource behavior (challenges

1 and 3) are addressed in the untimed Y-chart layer.

The task and resource dynamics (challenges 2 and 4)

are addressed in the execution model layer. Figure 3

also shows typical state variables and parameters for

the model elements. State variables preceded by a “+”

are imposed by the pattern; state variables and parame-

ters preceded by a “#” are optional but not imposed. It

is up to the modeler to choose appropriate parameters

and state variables for the model.

The fifth challenge – modeling task interactions

on shared resources – is distributed over the platform

model and the task execution model. Our blueprint pre-

Progress

Time

100 %

0 %

Task 2

Task 1

Task 3

Task 1 arrives Task 2 arrives Task 2 ends Task 3 arrives

Fig. 4 Interactions between tasks that use the same CPU.

scribes a progress abstraction that allows us to model

the interaction on a high level of abstraction, which

makes models more efficient. The MoC should support

the expression of the progress abstraction. The central

idea for the abstraction comes from [46] and is that

a task receives a certain fraction of a resource, which

determines its speed: see the arrow from III to II in

Fig. 3. The fraction and the resulting task speed are

computed by the platform model which contains all re-

source scheduling rules, and which has access to the re-

source properties, including the current resource speed.

The task execution model receives the speed and trans-

lates this to the tasks’ progress over time. Fig. 4 il-

lustrates the progress abstraction. The graph plots the

progress of three tasks against time. First, Task 1 ar-

rives and it can make progress at full speed. When Task

2 arrives, it preempts Task 1 (i.e., Task 1 cannot make

progress anymore). When Task 2 ends, Task 1 resumes

at full speed. However, when Task 3 arrives, the re-

source’s processing capacity is distributed evenly over

both Task 1 and Task 3. This means that they both

make progress at half speed.

The progress abstraction enables us to avoid model-

ing low-level and fine-grained context-switches between

tasks, e.g., when both Task 1 and Task 3 are running on

the same single-core CPU. The progress variables that

must be kept in the model evolve in a piecewise linear

way as shown in Fig. 4.

The separation between resource scheduling and its

effect on the task execution is of utmost importance

for re-usability. There are many ways to solve the re-

source scheduling problem, and encapsulation of this

responsibility in a single model component makes this

pluggable functionality. I.e., the resource scheduling al-

gorithms can be changed without changing the task ex-

ecution model. The separation between the application
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model and the task execution model, and their cou-

pling through a thin and well-defined interface improves

the re-usability of model elements. Typically, the execu-

tion model layer and the platform model components

can be re-used for similar problems. The application

model, however, typically differs. Through separation of

concerns and encapsulation of functionality abstracted

into generic interfaces, a component library can be con-

structed for task and resource execution models, and for

the platform model.

3.2 Reflection on implementation of the blueprint

We consider six criteria that impact the choice of a tool

for implementing the blueprint. These are (i) the ease of

modeling of the Y-chart layer, (ii) the ease of modeling

of the execution model layer, (iii) the support for de-

bugging, (iv) the analysis power of the implementation

language, (v) the possibility to integrate the model with

external tools such as result visualization and design

space exploration libraries, and (vi) the performance

and scalability of model analysis.

The Y-chart layer and the execution model layer

impose quite different requirements on the implemen-

tation environment. In our experience, the application

and platform models (the Y-chart layer) require com-

plex algorithms and data structures in order to encode

the features described in Sec. 2.2. A general-purpose

programming language such as Java is a good fit as it

provides interfaces and encapsulation that can be used

to achieve loose coupling of the various compenents

which makes them re-usable. The execution model layer,
however, is typically centered around the concepts of

state and (continuous) time and not around data struc-

tures and algorithms. MoCs that incorporate these con-

cepts of state and continuous dynamics are, for instance,

timed automata [1] or the more general class of linear

hybrid automata [2], and Petri net variants that can

deal with continuous phenomena such as timed Petri

nets [9]. The progress abstraction is centered around

continuous piecewise-linear behavior. The linear-hybrid

automata MoC supports this seamlessly. This does, how-

ever, not mean that our blueprint can only be imple-

mented with tools that natively support the linear-hybrid

automata MoC. Many other tools can be used to emu-

late the desired behavior and thus support the progress

abstraction. For instance, in Sec. 5 we explain how we

used the Java general-purpose programming language

to implement a model using our blueprint. Such mod-

els, however, will necessarily contain explicit elements

to support the required MoC (linear hybrid automata

in this case).

Memory 1, M1

GPU

Memory 2, M2

A, x B, 5
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F, 5
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G,1
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CPU FPGA

y 10 15
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- maximize throughput
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Fig. 5 An small example system (taken from [4]).

The requirements for the Y-chart layer and the ex-

ecution model layer w.r.t. ease of modeling seem in-

compatible. General-purpose programming languages

do not have the concepts of state and time. Of course,

these can be created in the language itself, but this re-

quires a non-trivial effort and is very error-prone. The

abovementioned state-based formalisms focus on for-

mal verification. In addition to simulation, they, for in-

stance, employ state space analysis techniques in or-

der to exhaustively check properties (known as model

checking). Such improved analysis power comes at a

price, however: these modeling formalisms typically have

little support for language features we wish to have

for efficient modeling of the Y-chart layer. In the next

sections we investigate this trade-off and also factor in

the other criteria. We show two implementations of our

blueprint for a small example system. The implemen-

tation languages we use are Uppaal [17] as a represen-

tative from the formal methods community which sup-

ports the linear hybrid automata MoC out-of-the-box,

and the general-purpose programming language Java.

These two languages are opposites with respect to the

ease of modeling of the Y-chart and execution layers.

We compare the two implementations according to the

six criteria mentioned above.

4 Example system

The system that we have used in Sec. 2 to motivate our

work is too complex to illustrate our approach in the

remainder of this paper. We therefore use a synthetic

example system introduced in [4], which nevertheless

addresses all of the challenges mentioned in Sec. 2.2.

Below we introduce the system and use the model ele-

ments of our blueprint for structuring this introduction.

4.1 Y-chart layer

The system is shown in Fig. 5 and consists of 7 tasks,

A – G, which use two memory units, and are mapped

onto a CPU (tasks A and G), GPU (task B) or FPGA
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(tasks C – F). The pipeline of tasks processes a stream

of objects of varying size and complexity (i.e., low, nor-

mal and high objects). The arrows between the tasks

define precedence constraints. Task F only needs to be

executed for objects of high complexity. The execution

loads are shown next to the task name. The required

memory is shown at the arrows that map tasks to the

memory resources. For instance, task B poses a load

of 5 on the GPU, and needs 10 units of M1. The red

arrows between precedence edges and memories specify

data buffers between tasks of a fixed size of 10 units.

For instance, task B needs 1 or 2 output buffers in M2,

depending on whether it processes an object of high

complexity or not. The frequency of occurence of the

objects, and processing time and memory requirements

for task A are shown in the table in the left upper cor-

ner.

The GPU and FPGA resources process 1 unit of

load per time unit. The speed of the CPU varies, as

is explained below. Furthermore, the memory manage-

ment is “optimal” in the sense that we do not take

fragmentation into account in the model.1

4.2 Resource dynamics

In addition to what is introduced in [4], we also add the

feature that the CPU resource can use dynamic voltage

and frequency scaling (DVFS; see, e.g., Intel Speedstep

technology [43]) to enable strategies that trade energy

usage for performance. For this example, the DVFS

strategy is tied to the number of objects that are wait-

ing to be processed by task B. If this number exceeds

a certain threshold T , then task A is working too fast

and the CPU can be scaled down. The CPU is scaled

up again when the number of objects waiting for task B

is smaller than T . If the CPU is at its maximum speed,

then it processes one unit of load per time unit. The

numbers for clock frequency (speed) and power usage

of the CPU that we use in the models are inspired by

[43].

4.3 Task dynamics

We make an explicit distinction between resources that

provide computation/progress, and resources that pro-

vide storage. We call the former primary resources, and

the latter storage resources. A task uses exactly one pri-

mary resource that it must first be able to claim. If it

1 We could have modeled an explicit memory management
strategy. This, however, would complicate the model and its
explanation in the next sections, which does not contribute
to the goal of the example.

has claimed its primary resource, then a task claims all

its storage resources. If that also succeeds, then it starts

making progress. The task releases (part of) the stor-

age resources only when it has finished. The primary

resource is released completely when the task finishes.

Furthermore, when a task can start at a certain mo-

ment because (i) it is enabled on the application level,

and (ii) it can claim its storage resources and has access

to its primary resource, then it must start, i.e., it is not

allowed to delay its execution.

The restriction of a single resource that determines

the progress of a task may sometimes be limiting when

models of a high level of abstraction (using the progress

abstraction) are required. Consider, for instance, the

tasks whose progress is shown in Fig. 4, and suppose

that Task 1 needs 80% of the memory bus capacity

when it runs at half speed on the CPU, and that Task

3 needs 50% of the memory bus capacity when it runs

at half speed. Clearly, this does not fit, and it is not

the case that both tasks can run at half speed as is

shown at the right hand side of Fig 4. The issue here

is that sometimes the CPU determines the speed of the

task, and sometimes the memory bus determines the

speed. The following question thus arises: “How should

the computation and communication resources be dis-

tributed over Task 1 and Task 3 such that there is an

equilibrium which reflects the actual behavior?”. Spec-

ifying the constraints and dependencies that arise in

such a situation and finding a solution is very difficult

in general. We consider this part of future work. Our

blueprint, however, explicitly encapsulates this respon-

sibility in the resource scheduling components which are

part of the platform model. They translate the current

state of the whole system to execution speeds of in-

dividual tasks. This encapsulation shields other model

components from modeling such intricate situations.

4.4 Design question

A typical design space exploration question is to com-

pute the trade-offs (i.e., Pareto frontier) between aver-

age latency, total memory size and average energy con-

sumption per job of 100 objects. If we consider a mem-

ory size range from 50 to 200 in steps of 5 units for both

M1 and M2, and three values of T for the DVFS strat-

egy, then the design space consists of 31×31×3 = 2, 883

design alternatives. The stochastic nature of the model

(stemming from the variability of the input) calls for an

approach based on a number of simulations per design

alternative in order to compute average behavior. Tak-

ing, say, 30 simulations per design alternative gives us

86, 490 simulations to run. This means 24 hours of anal-

ysis time if we assume 1 second per simulation. This
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already is a massive effort for a small system, which

demonstrates the exponential nature of the design space

exploration problem. It also emphasizes that analysis

performance is important. If one simulation could be

done in 10 ms, for instance, then the analysis time

would be reduced to less than 15 minutes.

5 Uppaal implementation

We have already mentioned that automata-based MoCs

are a natural choice to capture the execution model

layer of our blueprint. Linear hybrid automata, which

naturally support the progress abstraction, are sup-

ported by the Uppaal tool. Furthermore, Uppaal has

basic support for data manipulation with a C-like lan-

guage [8,17]. We therefore use the Uppaal tool (version

4.1.14) in the following section to model the example

system according to our modeling blueprint.

5.1 Platform model

The platform part we show here consists of two stor-

age resources for the memories, m1 and m2, and one

primary resource, the CPU. The FPGA and GPU re-

sources are not explicitly modeled because every FPGA

and GPU function is used by exactly one task and

there is no auto-concurrency of tasks, i.e., there are

no conflicts. The storage resources are modeled as sim-

ple global counters. The CPU resource must implement

priority-based scheduling of two tasks, A and G. To

model this, a global enqueued array monitors whether

task A and G need the CPU. The global rescheduleCPU

function sets the CPU fraction for tasks A and G de-

pending on the state: task G has priority over task A.

The loaded function returns whether a task is enqueued

at the CPU. This function is used by the resource exe-

cution model for the DVFS. The CPU speed is also kept

in a global variable cpuSpeed, which can be changed by

the resource execution model of the CPU (explained be-

low) that implements DVFS. The constant CPU HFM

is needed to normalize task loads (HFM stands for high-

frequency mode).

int m1 = 100;

int m2 = 120;

const int CPU_HFM = 16;

int cpuSpeed;

const int A = 0; // index for task A

const int G = 1; // index for task G

bool enqueued[2] = {false, false};

int fraction[2] = {0, 0};

hurry!

20

portA[0].size = LOW

portA[0].size = HIGH

portA[0].size = NORMAL

portA[0].id = id, id++

portA[0]==EMPTY && id<NUM_OBJECTS

50

30

Fig. 6 The automaton that generates the input.

void rescheduleCPU() {

if (!enqueued[A] && !enqueued[G]) {

fraction[A] = 0;

fraction[G] = 0;

} else if (enqueued[A] && !enqueued[G]) {

fraction[A] = 1;

fraction[G] = 0;

} else {

fraction[A] = 0;

fraction[G] = 1;

}

}

bool loaded() {

return enqueued[A] || enqueued[G];

}

The C-like language provides sufficient support to

properly model the straightforward CPU scheduling

function and the supporting data structures. When

more complicated data structures and algorithms need

to be used, the limitations (e.g., lack of encapsulation

and type definition) quickly become visible.

5.2 Application model

Conceptually, an application consists of a number of

tasks that have data ports in which tokens can be writ-

ten. When a task finishes, it writes tokens into the ports

of successor tasks. These tokens carry information of

the data object that is to be processed (i.e., an iden-

tifier and the complexity). The application state thus

consists of the set of ports with their contents. Below we

show a sample of Uppaal code which defines the port

data type and which declares the input ports portA and

portB as global variables (the other ports are similar

and therefore omitted).

const int LOW = 1;

const int NORMAL = 2;

const int HIGH = 3;

typedef struct {

int size;

int id;

} data_t;
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const data_t EMPTY = {-1, -1};

const int P_SIZE = 3;

data_t portA[1] = {EMPTY};

data_t portB[P_SIZE] = {EMPTY, EMPTY, EMPTY};

The input objects for portA are generated by a sep-

arate Uppaal automaton according to the distribution

specified in the table in Fig. 5. This is shown in Fig. 6.

The automaton has a single state and a self-loop. This

self-loop consists of a regular edge from the initial state

to a choice node (solid line). The dashed edges from the

choice node back to the initial location model three pos-

sibilities with a discrete weight each (in brown), which

govern the frequency with which they are executed by

the Uppaal engine. The transition guard on the regular

edge (in green) ensures that exactly NUM OBJECTS

are generated, using a local counter id. The synchro-

nization (in light blue) over the hurry channel is an

urgent synchronization that is always enabled. This is

to ensure that transitions are taken as soon as they are

enabled according to the guard. The transition assign-

ment (in dark blue) writes the next identifier to the

port of A and increments the counter. The type of the

object is assigned on the dashed edges back to the ini-

tial location. The regular edge and one of the dashed

edges are executed in a single step.

The automaton in Fig. 6 ensures that portA can

contain at most one element. The other ports may con-

tain more than one element. The Uppaal tool does not

support dynamic data structures, and therefore portB

(and the other ports) are declared to contain at most 3

elements. If this is not enough, then Uppaal will throw

a runtime error, and the user can increase P SIZE to

avoid this at the cost of using more memory.

The task execution model described below uses a

number of functions to interact with the application

model. Note that these are local to a task, and that they

refer to global variables such as the port data variables.

Below, the local application model functions for task A

are shown. The application models for the other tasks

are similar.

bool isEnabled() {

return portA[0] != EMPTY;

}

int load() {

int ld = 10;

if (portA[0].size == LOW) {

ld = 1;

} else if (portA[0].size == NORMAL) {

ld = 3;

}

return CPU_HFM * ld; // corrected for max cpu speed

}

bool canClaim() {

return m1 >= computeClaimM1()

&& m2 >= computeClaimM2();

}

void claim() {

m1 -= computeClaimM1();

m2 -= computeClaimM2();

}

void release() {

add(portB, portA[0]); // put data token in portB

portA[0] = EMPTY;

}

void enqueue() {

enqueued[A] = true;

rescheduleCPU();

}

void dequeue() {

enqueued[A] = false;

rescheduleCPU();

}

int speed() {

return fraction[A] * cpuSpeed;

}

This code realizes that task A is enabled if there is

at least one object in its input port. Furthermore, the

computational load of task A depends on the complex-

ity of this object. The canClaim, claim and release func-

tions handle the storage resources of task A, whereas

the enqueue and dequeue functions handle the primary

resource requirements. These five functions thus imple-

ment the Y-chart mapping implicitly. Note that the re-

lease function, which is called when a task ends, writes

a data item to the input port of the successor task B.

Also note that the enqueue and dequeue functions call

the rescheduleCPU function in order to adjust the task

fractions.

Every task in our model has the same local functions

as task A which are shown above, and use instances of

the same automaton template for the task dynamics

(see Sec. 5.4). Changing the application is a matter of

changing the implementations of these functions. Our

separation between application functionality and task

dynamics results in the situation that the automata for

the task dynamics do not need to be changed: they are

re-usable.

5.3 Resource dynamics

The only resource with dynamic behavior in the sys-

tem is the CPU, which applies dynamic voltage and
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Fig. 7 The automaton for a speed stepping CPU.

frequency scaling. Figure 7 shows the Uppaal automa-

ton for this behavior. The automaton has one continu-

ous variable energy which records the total amount of

energy used by the CPU. The states CH (initial) and

CL are states in which there is no load on the CPU.

The invariants energy’==1 (in magenta) indicate that

the rate of energy usage of the CPU equals 1. When

the CPU becomes loaded, the state changes to either

HFM (high frequency mode) or LFM (low frequency

mode), depending on the number of objects waiting in

the data port of task B. If there are fewer than T ob-

jects waiting, then the transition to HFM is enabled,

and otherwise the transition to LFM is enabled. This is

implemented in the toHFM and toLFM functions. The

hurry channel ensures that these transitions are taken

immediately if they are enabled. Note that the energy

usage of the HFM state is 4 times larger than the usage

in the LFM state, whereas the speed of the former is 2 2
3

times larger. If the processing is not on the critical path,

then energy may be saved without sacrificing latency.

It is clear that the details of the DVFS strategy play an

important role here. More sophisticated strategies can

be invented and implemented.

Clearly, the Uppaal tool has excellent support for

modeling these kind of linear hybrid automata. This

also holds for the modeling of the task dynamics which

is explained below.

5.4 Task dynamics

Figure 8 shows the automaton for the task execution

model. This automaton has been inspired by process

state diagrams that can be found in many text books

enqueue()

claim(), p=0

enqueue()

RUNNING

dequeue()

READY

release(),

dequeue()

BLOCKED

speed()>0 && canClaim()

speed()>0 && !canClaim()isEnabled()

speed()==0

p==load()

speed()>0

fin!

hurry!

hurry!

p<=load() &&

p'==speed()

p'==0

PREEMPTED

hurry!

NOT_READY

fin?

hurry!

hurry!

Fig. 8 The automaton for tasks.

on operating systems. The automaton has the following

states:

– NOT READY (initial): The task is not functionally

enabled on the application level (e.g., not all inputs

are available).

– READY : The task is functionally enabled on the

application level, but it has not yet made progress

due to unavailable resources.

– BLOCKED : The task has received a non-zero frac-

tion of its primary resource at some moment, but

cannot claim its storage resources. As a result it

has been blocked.

– RUNNING : The task has its storage resources and

a non-zero fraction of its primary resource. In this

state, it can make progress when time elapses.

– PREEMPTED2: The task has been making progress,

but at a certain point in time its primary resource

has been taken away (e.g., due to a higher priority

task). As a result, the task is preempted and can-

not make progress. It does hold on to its storage

resources, however.

The timed automaton has one continuous variable

p, which keeps track of the progress of the task. This

variable increases with a rate given by the speed() func-

tion when in the RUNNING state. The invariant of

RUNNING furthermore states that the value of p can

at most be load(). This combined with the guard con-

cerning p on the transition to NOT READY ensures

that this transition is taken precisely when the task is

finished. The speed() and load() functions have been

shown in the application model above. The linear hy-

2 This state is not really necessary as the speed can be 0
in RUNNING. The PREEMPTED state, however, makes this
explicit.
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brid automata MoC thus provide an elegant model for

the progress abstraction.

The transitions between the states have effects via

the enqueue(), dequeue(), claim() and release() func-

tions. The first two functions are calls to the primary

resource of the task and enqueues or dequeues the task

in the list of tasks that want to use that primary re-

source. The primary resource then distributes its ca-

pacity over the enqueued tasks, which may affect the

speed of the tasks. The third and fourth function claim

or release the appropriate storage resources.

The task automaton also has a synchronization with

other task automata via the fin channel, which un-

blocks all automata that are in the BLOCKED state.

Tasks are blocked if they cannot claim their storage re-

sources. When a task finishes, storage resources may be

released. Thus, a task automaton that goes from RUN-

NING to READY signals blocked tasks that they can

try to claim their storage resources again.

Note that the fact that a task can use multiple re-

sources makes the resource allocation algorithm non-

trivial. Consider, for instance, Fig. 4 and suppose that

Task 3 cannot start because it cannot claim sufficient

memory for its output data. The state of the resource

that describes the memory thus influences the resource

allocation of the CPU. The separation between primary

and storage resources and the construction of the task

automaton solves this in a distributed manner in mul-

tiple model steps that take zero model time.

5.5 Analysis

The Uppaal tool has various analysis capabilities. The

tool provides reachability analysis of timed-automata

models. It allows the user to specify properties, which

the tool then exhaustively checks. This contrasts with

simulation techniques which in general are incomplete.

Exhaustive analysis is also possible for so-called stop-

watch automata, which is a more general class of au-

tomata [13]. The analysis uses an over-approximation

of the reachable state space, however. This implies that

it may be impossible to obtain a definite answer on

whether a property is satisfied or not. The model we

have presented above is a linear hybrid automata model,

which is more general than both stopwatch and timed

automata. The Uppaal tool also provides analysis meth-

ods for these systems. These methods, however, are

based on simulations and statistical methods and thus

do not provide an exhaustive analysis. Instead, the sta-

tistical analysis provides probability estimations.

To use exhaustive analysis, we have made an ab-

straction to a stopwatch automata model of the model

presented above. Therefore, the CPU execution model

shown in Fig. 7 has been removed, and the cpu- Speed

variable is set to a constant 1 (including other minor

adaptations to deal with this). This models the situa-

tion in which the CPU is always running with the high-

est speed. The result is a stopwatch automata model on

which we can apply exhaustive analysis. The following

Uppaal properties have been used:

A�(m1 >= 0 ∧m1 <= M1∧
m2 >= 0 ∧m2 <= M2) (1)

A�(deadlock ⇒
(InputProvider .id == NUM OBJECTS ∧
portsEmpty())) (2)

A♦(InputProvider .id == NUM OBJECTS ∧
portsEmpty()) (3)

Property 1 states that the variables m1 and m2 that

model the available units of memory always are within

their bounds. Property 2 states that a deadlock always

implies that all input objects have been processed prop-

erly. Property 3 states that the model always eventually

reaches a state in which all input objects have been pro-

cessed properly.

Property 1 has been verified with Uppaal for rea-

sonable instances of the model (up to 50 input objects

within a minute on a regular desktop computer). The

second and third property could not be verified: the

tool gave a counterexample. Inspection of the coun-

terexamples, however, has led us to believe that these

are spurious due to the over-approximation of the state

space. We have therefore made the CPU scheduling

non-preemptive by a slight modification of the resched-

uleCPU function described in the platform model in

Sec. 5.1. This has resulted in a timed automata model,

and properties 2 and 3 above have been verified for this

abstract model.

The two abstraction steps that are described above,

restrict and change the behavior of the full model. There-

fore, the analysis results do not carry over to the full

model. Successful verification of these kinds of safety

and liveness properties in the abstractions does, how-

ever, give us some confidence. Besides exhaustive analy-

sis by model checking techniques, Uppaal also supports

analysis based on simulation and statistical techniques.

The full model as explained above can be analyzed us-

ing these techniques. Properties 4 and 5 below are the

equivalents of properties 1 and 3 above (property 2 can-

not be translated because the deadlock state predicate
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Fig. 9 Cumulative probability of the latency of processing
100 objects (26, 492 simulation runs).

cannot be used in statistical queries).

Pr[<= NUM OBJECTS ∗ 100]

�(m1 >= 0 ∧m1 <= M1

∧m2 >= 0 ∧m2 <= M2) (4)

Pr[<= NUM OBJECTS ∗ 100]

♦ (InputProvider .id == NUM OBJECTS ∧
portsEmpty()) (5)

Property 4 estimates the probability that the mem-

ory variables are always within bounds, whereas prop-

erty 5 estimates the probability that eventually all in-

put objects are processed properly. The expression be-

tween the square brackets gives an upper bound on the

model time of the simulation run. It is selected in such

a way that all input objects will be processed, or a

deadlock occurs. Both properties can be analyzed us-

ing the statistical model checking extension of Uppaal

for large models (at least up to 1,000,000 input ob-

jects), and both properties are probably satisfied. Up-

paal provides visualizations of the statistical results.

For instance, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show two ways to vi-

sualize probability distributions for latency and energy

consumption of processing 100 input objects.

To answer the design space exploration question for-

mulated in Sec. 4, we need to analyze 2, 883 different

models and extract the average throughput and energy

consumption. The command-line interface of Uppaal

provides several options to obtain analysis results. In

order to explore the design space, an external program

is needed that automatically starts Uppaal and parses

and analyzes the output. We have created a simple

script that implements this, and were able to compute

the trade-off between energy, latency and memory for

jobs of 100 objects. Although individual simulations are

quite fast, the total exploration took 70 minutes using

CPU_SpeedStep.energy
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Fig. 10 Probability density of the energy consumption for
processing 100 objects (26, 492 simulation runs).

30 simulation runs per design alternative (note that we

needed two query evaluations: one for the latency, and

one for the energy). To achieve reliable results, we need

more runs per design alternatives. Hence, Fig. 12 and

Fig. 13 show the trade-off curves as obtained with the

Java model (see Sec. 6) for 1, 000 runs per design al-

ternative. The curves consist of the 55 Pareto-optimal

design alternatives, projected to two dimensions. The

three separate frontiers correspond to three possible

values for the threshold T in the DVFS strategy. The

Uppaal-based curves are similar yet not exactly the

same, however. This is caused by the variation in the

input that is generated by a pseudo-random number

generator. I.e., the object streams for the Uppaal and

Java models are not equal and have a big impact on

the latency and energy consumption. Using more sim-

ulation runs per design alternative would in the end

alleviate this, but using 1, 000 runs per design alter-

native as performed using the Java model (taking 110

minutes) would take approximately 39 hours with the

Uppaal tool.

6 Java implementation

In Sec. 3.2 we have already mentioned that the differ-

ent model elements shown in Fig. 3 impose different

requirements on the modeling language. The Y-chart

layer needs a language with sufficient support for data

structures and algorithms. The execution model layer,

however, needs a formalism that supports the concepts

of state and time and continuous behavior. The previ-

ous section showed how Uppaal can be used to model

the example system in Fig. 5. The tool has elementary

support for data and algorithms in the Y-chart layer,

and very good support for a linear hybrid automata-

based execution model layer. This section introduces a
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Java implementation, called OctoSim, in which this

is reversed. The support that Uppaal offers for mod-

eling of the execution model layer, the MoC and the

analysis needs to be built from scratch, but the sup-

port that the Java general-purpose programming lan-

guage has for the Y-chart layer clearly is large. Figure

11 shows the most important types of our implementa-

tion, their relations, and whether they are part of the

Y-chart layer, execution model layer, or the simulation

layer. This last layer is responsible for managing the

execution of the model, and realizes the linear-hybrid

automata MoC.

6.1 Y-chart layer

– Task : Implementations of the Task type model the

application part of the Y-chart, including the func-

tional dependencies between them. The concept of

tasks and their communication via ports as sketched

for the Uppaal model can be implemented by task

instances using the full power of the Java language.

The methods of this type are directly used by the

TaskAutomaton task that implements the tasks’ ex-

ecution semantics. The methods are similar to the

functions of the Uppaal model described in Sec. 5.

Typically, the methods that deal with resources

are delegated to the proper resource instances. The

mapping of the Y-chart is thus implicit in the task

implementations. Both tasks and resources are sub-

types of the YchartEntity type which provides some

common methods.

– StorageResource: Implementations model resources

such as memory. A task can claim a certain amount

of it for its execution. The underlying algorithms

can be of arbitrary complexity. For instance, the im-

plementation of the claim() method may range from

a simple counter of the available number of bytes, to

a sophisticated data structure that also keeps track

of fragmentation.

– PrimaryResource: The main responsibility of imple-

mentations is to set the speed of tasks. Tasks can

enqueue and dequeue themselves at the primary re-

sources. The underlying scheduling algorithms to-

gether with the speed of the resource determine the

effective speed of the tasks. The implementation for

the CPU is associated with the CPUAutomaton,

which sets the speed of the CPU according to the

DVFS state. Again, the underlying resource alloca-

tion algorithms can be of arbitrary complexity. The

method setAllocation is used by the ResourceSched-

uler.

– ResourceScheduler : Implementations of the Prima-

ryResource type have a local view on the load on the

platform. Implementations of the ResourceScheduler

type can perform scheduling with a global view on

the system. If this is necessary, then implementa-

tions of the PrimaryResource can delegate their calls

to enqueue and dequeue to the ResourceScheduler,

which then computes an allocation based on the

global system state and calls setAllocation on the

PrimaryResource instances. This method then sets

the speed of the enqueued tasks.

– YchartModel : This type is a container for a complete

model that can be simulated by the discrete-event

simulation engine.

We distinguish a separate resource scheduler com-

ponent to accomodate the situation in which there are

multiple resources that determine the speed of the task

as explained in Sec. 4.3. An actual implementation,

however, is part of future work.

We have created the necessary implementations for

the example system (these are not shown in Fig. 11 for

reasons of readability). The task implementations fol-

low the same concept as sketched in Sec. 5: they com-

municate via data objects. We have also created several

generic resource implementations. The resource imple-

mentation for the CPU, for instance, solves the resource

allocation locally by a simple priority-based algorithm.

6.2 Execution model layer

– TaskAutomaton: This class implements the StateMa-

chine interface that connects to the MoC realized

by the simulation layer. It encodes the automaton

shown in Fig. 8.
– CPUAutomaton: This class encodes the automaton

shown in Fig. 7, and also implements the StateMa-

chine interface.

– AllocationListener : Implementations of this type can

be attached to the simulation for analysis purposes

(see Sec. 6.4). It implements a call-back that is in-

voked everytime that the resource allocation changes.

– ExecutionListener : Implementations of this type can

be attached to the simulation for analysis purposes

(see Sec. 6.4). It implements a call-back that is in-

voked everytime that a task starts or finishes.

We have created implementations of the Allocation-

Listener and ExecutionListener interfaces for analysis

purposes. Translation of the state machines of Fig. 7

and Fig. 8 for the TaskAutomaton and CPUAutoma-

ton classes is an error-prone process, since everything

must be built from scratch. This is a drawback com-

pared to the Uppaal tool. The mature Java tooling

and techniques (e.g., IDEs such as Eclipse, unit testing
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Fig. 11 The central types of the Java implementation.

and advanced debugging) make this, however, a feasible

job.

6.3 Simulation layer

This layer implements the MoC as shown in Fig. 3, and

is able to realize the linear hybrid behavior for task

progress as shown in Fig. 4. Discrete-event simulation is

applied; implementing support for model-checking from

scratch would be very complex and time-consuming.

– StateMachine: The state machine type serves as an

interface to the simulation engine which realizes the

linear-hybrid automata MoC. It has a method get-

Transitions() which returns a list of Transition in-

stances which represent the possible state transi-

tions of the encapsulated state machine. Typical

actions of a task’s state machine involve resource

claims and releases. It also has a delay method which

is called by the simulation engine if time elapses.

Finally, the receiveBroadcast method provides syn-

chronization between StateMachine instances via the

simulation engine.
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Fig. 12 Trade-off of the average energy consumption versus
memory usage for processing 100 objects (1, 000 simulation
runs).

– Transition: The execution semantics of the state

machines in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 give rise to two kinds

of transitions: action transitions and delay transi-

tions. The former capture the actual transitions of

the state machines, and the latter capture the elapse

of time. This is modeled after the linear hybrid au-

tomata semantics of Uppaal. The StateMachine in-

stances return appropriate transitions in their get-

Transitions method that model the enabled transi-

tions.

– Simulator : The Simulator type is the main entry

point of the simulator. It has a run() method which

repeatedly calls the getTransitions() method on all

state machines. A TransitionSelector selects the next

action transition, which is then performed. If no

action is available, then the simulation is finished.

The broadcast() method can be used by StateMa-

chine implementations to synchronize with other

StateMachine instances.

– TransitionSelector : Implementations select the next

action transition from all possible action transitions.

6.4 Analysis

The analysis part is centered around implementations

of the AllocationListener and ExecutionListener types,

which can be attached to the simulation. Custom im-

plementations allow many analysis types of simulation

runs. It is, for instance, straightforward to implement

listeners for the total energy consumption and for the

total latency in order to compute the trade-off desired

in Sec. 4. Clearly, it is also straightforward to implement

a Java method that enumerates all possible design al-

ternatives, simulates them a certain number of times,
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Fig. 13 Trade-off of the average latency versus memory usage
for processing 100 objects (1, 000 simulation runs).

and records the average energy consumption and la-

tency. These results can consequently be visualized by

integration of a Java-based Pareto viewer such as in-

troduced in [24]. Figures 12 and 13 show the 55 Pareto-

optimal design alternatives (of the total of 2, 883 design

alternatives), projected to two dimensions for process-

ing 100 input objects. The three separate frontiers cor-

respond to three possible values for the threshold T in

the DVFS strategy. The exploration of the design space

took 110 minutes (less than 3 ms per simulation run).

The Java environment thus provides the means to

create parameterized models, which can be instantiated

in a design space exploration method to search the op-

timal design alternatives with little effort. Integration

with other Java-based tools such as, e.g., the Pareto

viewer of [24], or the Jgap [35] or Spea2 [49] optimiza-

tion libraries is straightforward.

7 Comparison of Uppaal and Java

In the previous sections we have presented our model-

ing blueprint and explained how it can be used to build

models in the Uppaal tool and in the Java general-

purpose programming language. Both approaches have

their own strengths and weaknesses. In this section we

compare them according to six criteria: (i) ease of Y-

chart modeling, (ii) ease of execution layer modeling,

(iii) support for debugging, (iv) analysis power, (v) inte-

gration, and (vi) performance and scalability. The first

three aspects are discussed together.

7.1 Ease of modeling

We consider ease of modeling for the Y-chart layer com-

ponents and the execution layer components. As al-
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ready pointed out, Uppaal has good support for the

execution model layer, but little support for the Y-chart

layer (see Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.3). The C-like language

is rather restricted to enable exhaustive analysis of the

state space. Java, on the other hand has great sup-

port for the Y-chart layer. The execution model layer,

however, is not supported at all, and the linear hybrid

automata MoC must be implemented from scratch (see

Sec. 6.2).

Part of the modeling process is to experiment with

(parts of) the model to see whether they do what they

are supposed to do. Uppaal has a dedicated simulator

in its GUI, in which a model can be executed step-

by-step. This simulator, however, does support timed

and stopwatch automata only, and not linear hybrid

automata. Furthermore, the model-checking capabili-

ties of the tool can be used to exhaustively verify timed

automata based abstractions of the full linear hybrid

automata model. There is, however, a class of model-

ing errors that is very hard to diagnose. These include

out-of-bounds array indices and out-of-range variable

assignments.

There are a number of IDEs available for Java with

mature debugging support. Furthermore, Java enables

methodologies like unit testing of implementation classes.

It does not support exhaustive verification, however,

which makes the development of execution layer com-

ponents challenging and error prone. The approach that

we have taken is to create state machine implementa-

tions based on Uppaal automata to reduce the risk of

making errors.

7.2 Analysis power

The Uppaal tool has features to exhaustively analyze

the state space of a model. This is very useful to verify

sanity and correctness properties (e.g., absence of dead-

lock) during model development. An abstract model

of the example system could be analyzed exhaustively,

which improves our confidence in the model. Besides

exhaustive analysis, Uppaal also supports statistical

hypothesis testing and probability estimation through

simulation of the model. This scales much better than

exhaustive analysis, and can deal with linear hybrid au-

tomata models. The specification language of Uppaal,

however, is restricted. Analyzing, for instance, the av-

erage load of the CPU in the example system directly

is very complicated, if possible at all (see Sec. 5.5). The

Java implementation on the other hand, only supports

simulation. It provides an API to add listeners which

can on-the-fly observe the executing system. Custom

listeners can be implemented to analyze a wide range

of properties (see Sec. 6.4).
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Fig. 14 Simulation time comparison of Uppaal and Java.

7.3 Integration

Integration of Uppaal with other tools is possible. Up-

paal has a command-line tool which produces usable

output (e.g., a simulation trace or summary informa-

tion). The integration requires custom code to interface

with the tool. Integration of the Java implementation

with other Java-based software is straightforward and

efficient. Furthermore, the language has support to in-

tegrate non-Java tools.

7.4 Performance and scalability

For the example system shown in Fig. 5 we have mea-

sured the simulation time as a function of the num-

ber of input objects. This measurement has been done

on a standard laptop computer (2.53 GHz Intel Core

i5, 4 GB 1067 MHz DDR3, Mac OS X 10.6.8, Java

1.6.0 43). The measurements for Java have been done

by first warming up the virtual machine, and then mea-

suring a number of runs and taking the average. The

Uppaal measurements are taken indirectly using Up-

paal 4.1.14. The tool can be asked to perform a prob-

ability estimation using a number of simulation runs.

When finished, the tool outputs the computation time

and also the number of simulation runs (samples) that

have been taken. These numbers are used to compute an

average time per simulation run. The results are shown

in Fig. 14. The graph shows that Java is approximately

one order of magnitude faster than Uppaal. Both ap-

proaches scale well with respect to the number of ob-

jects to process. It has not been investigated how the

approaches scale with the number of tasks in the appli-

cation model.

Both tools have been used to answer the design

space exploration question stated in Sec. 4 by exhaus-

tive analysis of the 2, 883 design alternatives and com-

putation of the Pareto frontier. The difference in explo-

ration time, a factor 20, is explained by the fact that
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Fig. 15 Overall comparison of Uppaal and Java.

Uppaal is approximately 10 times slower, and needs

2 queries per model: one for latency and one for en-

ergy usage. The impact of starting a separate process

for every analysis run and parsing the results, which is

avoided with the Java approach, has little impact.

7.5 Summary

Figure 15 summarizes the overall comparison. The “ease

of modeling” aspect has been split in three subjects:

modeling the Y-chart layer, modeling the execution layer,

and stepwise simulation and debugging. We rate both

Uppaal and Java on the six subjects using a five point

scale: 1 being “bad”, and 5 being “excellent”. In our

view, the largest difference between the tools is to be

found in the ease of modeling. This is not unexpected

as the languages have very different purposes.

8 Implementations in other tools and re-use

The comparison above has focussed on Uppaal and

Java because they are at opposite ends of the spec-

trum of tools that are suitable for our problem do-

main. This section briefly discusses three other well-

known tools which are in between these opposites. We

have not modeled the example system with these tools,

and the discussion below is based on our earlier expe-

riences. Furthermore, we discuss the re-usability of our

approach.

8.1 Implementation in other tools

We consider three other tools. First, Poosl is an object-

oriented specification language with a very fast discrete-

event simulation engine [48]. Second, CPNtools sup-

ports modeling and analysis of timed and colored Petri-

nets, as well as the ML programming language [28].

Third, the well-known SystemC engine is a set of li-

braries built in the C++ general purpose programming

language [44]. Poosl has slightly more support for the

Y-chart layer than Uppaal, and both CPNtools and

SystemC are similar to Java due to their support for

ML and C++ respectively. The support for the execu-

tion model layer of the tools is similar and better than

that of Java due to their native support for time. They

do not, however, reach the level of Uppaal since neither

of the tools has native support for the linear hybrid au-

tomata MoC. This means that the mechanism described

in Sec. 6.3 needs to be encoded explicitly in the model

in Poosl, CPNtools and SystemC models. With re-

spect to the stepwise simulation and debugging and in-

tegration aspects both Poosl and CPNtools are sim-

ilar and score between Uppaal and Java. SystemC is

similar to Java in this respect. Both Poosl and CPN-

tools have formal grounds and support analysis tech-

niques that make them comparable to Uppaal with re-

spect to analysis power, although Poosl does not sup-

port exhaustive state space analysis. Again, SystemC

is similar to Java in this respect. The performance of

Poosl is mostly similar to that of Java. Earlier expe-

riences showed that complex data handling (e.g. in the

application layer) slows Poosl down. The performance

of CPNtools is below that of Uppaal. This is mainly

caused by a compilation step that transforms a model

into an executable that performs the actual simulation.

Previous experience showed that this compilation step

is very time consuming [5]. We expect that the perfor-

mance of SystemC is similar to that of Java.

8.2 Re-use of model elements

We distinguish four cases to discuss re-use of model

elements of the blueprint. They are ordered according

to increasing opportunities for re-use:

1. Tool change. This typically involves a translation

from one syntax to another. Re-use is typically lim-

ited to concepts only.

2. Change in MoC. This often involves a tool change as

well which limits the re-usability of model elements

to concepts. Sometimes, however, a tool supports

multiple models of computation which makes the

switching between them much easier. In Sec. 5.5,

for instance, we have changed the MoC from linear

hybrid automata to stopwatch automata in order to

be able to apply model-checking techniques. This

required only minor changes.

3. Change in execution model layer. This typically is

done without changes in the MoC and the tool. It

may affect, however, the interface to the Y-chart
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layer with the result that the Y-chart layer needs to

be adapted as well. This type of change allows re-use

of many concrete model elements, but potentially

requires adaptation of elements in two layers.

4. Change in Y-chart layer. This typically is done with-

out changes in the other layers and tooling. Thus,

this type of change allows re-use of all concrete model

elements from the lower layers, and also of concrete

model elements from the Y-chart layer if appropri-

ate.

We have used the Java implementation from Sec. 6

in a number of case studies at Océ. The differences be-

tween the models of the various cases are limited to the

application part of the Y-chart layer. The re-usability

of model elements is therefore very good, and the cre-

ation of new models is a simple process. We also re-used

the simulation layer of the Java implementation from

Sec. 6 in an entirely different application domain, build-

ing automation, for the analysis of a demand-response

algorithm.

9 Conclusion

We have presented a modeling blueprint for system-

level performance analysis for software-intensive em-

bedded systems. It eases modeling by (i) the separa-

tion of the components in the Y-chart layer and those

in the execution model layer, and (ii) the progress ab-

straction that provides a high-level abstraction of in-

teraction on shared resources. The blueprint thus pro-

vides more structure for the proper modeling of inter-

actions on shared resources than the Y-chart, which

are paramount in software-intensive systems. Further-

more, the clear separation of concerns dictated by the

blueprint improves the re-usability of several model ele-

ments. This is illustrated by the fact that the implemen-

tation of the task state machine in Java can very easily

be re-used for other models that have the same task ex-

ecution semantics. This also holds for the Uppaal au-

tomaton shown in Fig. 8. Following the blueprint thus

leads to clean and re-usable models, which makes the

modeling process more efficient.

Our blueprint can be implemented with many mod-

eling languages. The two we have used are Uppaal and

Java. From our comparison in Sec. 7 we conclude that

these approaches are complementary. An effective way

of exploiting this, is to combine the strengths of both.

Therefore, we have developed the components for the

execution model layer using Uppaal, and translated

them into a Java state machine implementation. Of

course, such a translation is complicated and error-

prone and requires expert knowledge. The result, how-

ever, is that the best of both worlds is available: an ex-

ecution model component grounded in a formal MoC,

and all the expressiveness of Java to model the Y-chart

layer. The implementation in Java has resulted in a

fast and flexible discrete-event simulator with re-usable

components for the system-level analysis of software-

intensive embedded systems. This implementation is

known as the OctoSim tool, and is used by Océ and

TNO-ESI to support the design process of printer dat-

apaths.
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